Boys SSAC Playoff Brackets
Playoff Round: please note #2 seed travels to #1 seed
*Losing team is eliminated and winning teams advance to Semis as listed in brackets
Boys: to be played on Friday, January 12th, 2018,
Legacy Charter
Seven Rivers
(Central Florida #2)
vs.
(Bay #1) (Host)
TFA Leesburg
Vs. @
Windermere Prep
(Bay #2)
3:30PM
(Central Florida #1) (Host)
International Community
St. Edwards
(Beach #2)
Vs. @
(Atlantic #1) (Host)
FAU High
Masters Academy
(Atlantic #2)
Vs. @
(Beach #1) (Host)

SSAC Championship Tournament
Boys: January 19-20th, 2018 at CFCA,
Playoff Round (winners
advance, losers eliminated)
Legacy
Rivers
CF#2

@

Seven
Bay#1

7:00PM
Winner of Legacy/Seven Rivers
VS
Winner of FAU/Masters

Semi #1
FAU
@ Masters
Atlantic #2 3:00PM Beach
#1
at CFCA

TFA Leesburg @
WPS
Bay #2 3:30PM CF#1

5:00PM

Winners of the Semi Finals
Advance to Finals at 4:00PM

Winner of WPS/TFA
VS
Winner of St.Edwards/ICS

At CFCA

Semi #2
ICS
@ St. Edwards
Beach#2 5:00PM Atlantic
#1
at CFCA
2:00PM
Loser of Semi #1
Loser of Semi#2

3rd Place

OVERTIME PROCEDURE
All playoff games must have a winner. Please use the following overtime procedure if game is
tied at the end of regulation:
Overtime Procedure. Following a five-minute interval, there shall be a maximum of two (2)
10-minute sudden-victory overtime periods. A coin toss as specified in NFHS Rule 5-2-2(d)(3)
shall be held in advance of this sudden-victory overtime period. The first goal scored in the
sudden-victory overtime period shall terminate the game. If there is no winner in the
sudden-victory overtime period, the teams shall change ends of the field and a second
10-minute sudden-victory overtime period shall be played after a two-minute interval.
If a tie still exists following the second sudden-victory overtime period, the head coaches and
team captains for both teams will meet with the officials at the halfway line to review the
procedure for penalty kicks as follows:
(1) The referee will choose the goal at which all of the kicks from the penalty line will be
taken.
(2) Each coach will select any five players, including the goalkeeper, on or off the field
(except those who may have been disqualified) to take the penalty kicks.
(3) A coin toss will be held as in NFHS Rule 5-2-2(d)
(4) The team winning the toss will have the choice of kicking first or second.
(5) Teams will alternate kickers.
(6) There is no follow-up on the kick.
(7) The defending team may change the goalkeeper prior to each penalty kick.
(8) The team scoring the greatest number of these kicks will be declared the winner.
(9) Add one goal to the winning team score and credit the team with a victory. An asterisk
[*] may be placed by the team advancing to indicate the advancement was the result of a
tie-breaker system.
(10) If the score remains tied after each team has had five penalty kicks:
(1)
Each coach will select five different players than the first five who already have
kicked to take the kicks in a sudden victory situation, wherein if one team scores and the other
team does not score, the game is ended without more kicks being taken. If a team has fewer
than 10 available players at the end of the first set of kicks from the penalty mark due to either
injuries or disqualification, the coach must use all players who have not participated in the first
five kicks. The coach may choose additional players from the first five kickers to ensure that five
different players participate in the second set of kicks.
(2)
If the score remains tied, continue the sudden victory kicks with the coach
selecting any five players to take the next set of alternating kicks. If a tie remains, repeat

